A parallel hybrid model is a partially implemented design, where some lcomponents exist as simulation models and others as, operational subsystems, which executes on a parallel' architecture. It supports an evolutionary design approach for complex, distributed systems such that an initial simulation model of the proposed design is iteratively refined and elaborated into an implemented system. It also supports hybrid simulation of physical modules and simulation models to facilitate rapid prototyping of complex, distributed systems. The paper describes the use of parallel hybrid models in system design, and discusses their execution issues including cyclic dependency, event carnality, and real-time constraints.
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Computer Science Department UCLA Los Angeles, California 90024, U.S.A. duce inconsistencies between them, which may potentially result in implemented system's dissatisfaction of specifications.
(2) Rapid Prototyping. In designing large scale distributed systems (such as a WAN), the cost constraint and complexity may prevent us from having all the resources available and building a complete system in the initial stages. One alternative is to have a prototype to study the behavior of the designed system. A prototype usually is a hybrid system which consists of physical, operational components executing concurrently with a simulated model of the unavailable components. Execution of such a hybrid system is called hybrid simulation. For the WAN example, a design may start with a few physical nodes and links which interact with a simulation model of the rest of the system. The use of hybrid simulation not only results in significant saving in terms of resources, but also increases accuracy and reality in evaluating the functional and performance behavior of the proposed design.
In light of the above discussion, we propose to use parallel hybrid models for system design, which is based on the notion of Partially Implemented Performance Specification proposed in Bagrodia and Shen (1991) . A parallel hybrid model is a partially implemented design, where some components exist as simulation models and others as operational subsystems, which executes on a parallel architecture. It supports an evolutionary approach to system design, where a discrete-event simulation model is iteratively refined or elaborated into an operational system. During each stage of model refinement, an intermediate hybrid model may be executed to determine the functional and performance characteristics of the partially elaborated design. This allows functional and performance characteristics of a system to be estimated at an early stage in its design and subsequently monitored during critical stages of refinement and implementation. The accuracy of the estimation increases as more of the design is implemented.
What advantages may be derived from the hybrid model to system design? Use of the hybrid model implies that a separate functional and performance model does not have to be designed and maintained for the system. T h e evolving design is ats own model. This can result in significant savings in terms of manpower and resources while ensuring that the evolving system is consistent with its model. Use of the hybrid model also facilitates rapid prototyping of complex systems so that a hybrid system can be developed in the early design stages under the given cost and complexity constraints. This allows system characteristics to be evaluated and design deficiency to be uncovered as early a?3 possible. This paper describes the use of parallel hybrid model in system design and discusses execution and implementation issues in its use. The next section describes the basic concepts of hybrid model and its relation to system design. Issues which arise in executing hybrid models on parallel architectures are discussed in section 3. Algorithms to execute hybrid models under real-time constraints are investigated in section 4. and section 5 is the conclusion.
HYBRID MODEL AND SYSTEM DE-SIGN
A distributed system consists of a collection of communicating sequential processes that execute concurrently on a number of processors linked by an arbi- On receiving a message, a process executes either an operational step or a simulation step. An operational step refers to the statements executed by an operational module to process a message received by it. The physical time consumed by an operational step is measured by a physical clock and used to update the virtual clock of the corresponding le. In contrast, a simulation step models or simulates the activities that would be executed by the corresponding operational step. The physical time used to execute a simulation step is ignored; rather the virtual clock is updated by an interval estimated to be the physical time that would be required for the corresponding operational step. The use of simulation steps abstracts away the speeds of the underlying physical processors, and hence facilitates performance modeling when the physical architectures are not available. A p p executes only operational steps, whereas a partially elaborated lp executes an operational step in response to some messages and a simulation step in response to others. A simulation model is a special case of a hybrid model, where each process executes only simulation steps.
The use of hybrid models in system design is to iteratively transform each logical process to a physical process and eventually replace each logical element by a physical hardware. Given the functional, performance, and architectural specifications for a proposed system and an initial system design, an analyst first develops a simulation model of the software modules that have not yet been implemented and defines logical elements for the hardware processors that are not yet available. The simulation model estimates resource requirements of the physical object that it represents. The satisfaction of constraints imposed on the proposed design can be evaluated by executing the simulation model under the assumed operating environment. If the proposed design does not satisfy the specifications, it is modified appropriately to increase resources or attempt a different decomposition on the primary software modules. After being evaluated to satisfy specifications, the model is refined iteratively, where a refinement may be elaborating a simulation step into an operational step, or replacing a logical element by the physical hardware.
The above process of refinement and elaboration implies that at the intermediate stages, the model may contain some software modules that are (at least partially) operational, and the operational steps of these modules must be included in determining the overall functional and performance characteristics of the evolving system. This intermediate form of the model is referred to as a hybrid model. The refined hybrid model may agaiin be evaluated to ensure that its functional and performance characteristics are satisfied. The hybrid model is refined iteratively, while its behavior is continuously monitored to ensures that the refinements do not violate the specifications. If so, appropriate modifications must be made to the assumed resource parameters, such as increasing processor speed. If the behavior of the refined model is satisfactory, the iterative refinement proceeds further. This process is repeated until the software models are transformed into operational statements, and the logical elements are replaced by actual target architectures.
EXECUTION OF HYBRID MODELS

Sequential Execution
In Bagrodia and Shen (1991), a centralized environment to execute hybrid models on a uni-processor is described, which is a straightforward adaptation of a sequential discrete-event simulation algorithm. As a hybrid model contains both simulated components and implemented components, the environment must be able to distinguish the execution of a simulation step from that of an operational step. The centralized environment uses two main data structures: a set of virtual clocks, one for each le in the hybrid model, and an event-list. Each virtual clock gives the time up to which the processes mapped to the associated le have been executed. The event-list is a partial order of timestamped messages. Messages from the event-list are delivered to a destination process in the order determined by their timestamps. The message timestamps are generated on the basis of the virtual clock2 of the transmitting process. A special timeout message is defined to be scheduled by an lp for delivery to itself at a future time to simulate the physical time that would be required by the physical process to execute the corresponding operational step. When a timeout message is delivered to a process, its virtual clock is simply incremented by the duration of the simulation step specified in the timeout message.
'We use the virtual clock of a process to mean the virtual clock associated with the le to which the process has been mapped.
For other messages, the virtual clock is advanced by the physical time interval corresponding to the duration of the operational step executed by the process on a processor.
Parallel Execution
The execution of a hybrid model on a distributed architecture represents a critical refinement step: replacing some lp and its associated le in the model (for instance, the process that models a communication network) by the actual hardware (use an operational network to transmit messages between entities). We also have an additional motive -validation. If the hardware architecture of the system being designed is (partially) available, it can be used to validate part of the hybrid model. For instance, assume that the communication network to be used in the implemented system is available. In this case, the lp and le that modeled the network may be removed from the hybrid model, and the hybrid model can use the available network to transmit messages. Measurement of the transmission times can be used to validate the model. It is important to note that replacing an lp by actual hardware may increase the elapsed time for execution of the hybrid model. (This follows because simulating a message transmission may require the execution of only a few instructions on a processor, while the time taken for actual transmission of the message over a network will be determined by the network itself.) Further, the refinement affects the performance characteristics of the hybrid model only to the extend that an lp is an abstraction of a actual component, and may not reproduce the exact behavior of the physical device (for instance, the network in our example).
Intuitively, a parallel hybrid model is executed on a distributed architecture by mapping each le in the model to a specific physical processor (referred to as a p e ) in the distributed architecture, and by distributing the event-list of the parallel hybrid model among the multiple p e . This implies that although processes mapped to different le may execute on different pe, processes mapped to a common le are executed on the same processor. Distributed execution of a parallel hybrid model raises the following critical issues.
(1) Logical Time vs. Physical Time. Let P denote a distributed system that consists of a set of message-communicating processes and M p denote a partial order of messages generated during the execution of processes in P. A parallel hybrid model of this system must generate a partial order of messages that is consistent with the partial order M p . Consistency requires that if a message ml generated in the which is decoupled from the physical clock. We define a ratio r8 to represent the (average) rate of progress for a simulation: r, = s t / p t , where st = duration of a simulation step, and pt = physical time required by the execution engine to simulate the system for interval st Depending on the application being simulated, rS may be smaller than one (eg. simulation of a VLSI circuit or a large telephone switching system) or greater than one (eg. sparse traffic simulations), as shown in Figure 1 .
In a parallel hybrid model, message timestamps may be generated from a simulation clock and/or the physical clock. For execution of a parallel hybrid program, we define rs as above and another ratio r, as follows: re = c t / p i , where ct = duration of an operational step, and p i = physical time required to execute the operational step Typically ratio r , is 1 as the physical time required to execute an operational step determines its duration. However, r , may be less than one if the hardware to be used in the operational system is expected to be faster than that used to execute the hybrid model, or be greater than 1 if the operational hardware is expected to be slower. A parallel hybrid model may consist of simulation and operational components that have a variety of T* and re ratios. The incompatible rates of progress among different components complicate the algorithm used to execute parallel hybrid models.
(2) Cyclic Dependency. Consider a system that consists of two interacting, concurrent physical components pp, and ppb. Assume that the hardware for the operational system is available and consists of a network of two pe. In the parallel hybrid model of this system, p p , is an operational module, whereas ppb exists as a simulation module /pa. The hybrid other, messages for p p , may be generated (with appropriate timestamps) in an off-line mode by ipb and then be input by p p , as desired. However, the presence of cyclic dependencies makes the execution of parallel hybrid model non-trivial.
The cyclic dependencies may be unraveled by an iterative computation method based on checkpointing and rollback as follows. A distributed execution checkpoints each p p and lp periodically. The hybrid model on each pe is executed without explicit synchronization with the other pe. If the run-time system of a local p e receives a message from (a process resident on) a remote pe and the timestamp on the message is smaller than the timestamp on the last message processed on the local pe, the hybrid model on the local pe must be rolled back and recomputed from an appropriately checkpointed state. This procedure is repeated until eventually the computation reaches a fixed-point where further execution does not change states.
(3) Real-Time Constraint. In a parallel hybrid model, the execution of physical components may impose real-time constraints on simulation modules such that the simulation of an event must be completed by some deadline to make the execution of the physical component correct. This is typically the case when applying parallel hybrid models to design hard realtime systems. Real-time constraints may also appear when the nature of the physical components disallows checkpointing and rollback, where the physical component must explicitly demand timely processing of events by the simulation model to prevent any late arrival of messages.
Consider a hybrid model of a real-time system which consists of two pairs of interacting, concurrent components @pa, Ip,) and (ppb, lpd), where Ip, and lpd execute on the same processor, as shown in Figure  3 . The execution of physical components p p , and ppb imposes real-time constraints on simulation modules / p , and / p d . Due to the competitive nature of lp, and lpd a s they execute on the same pe, some schedul- (4) Event Causality. The correct execution of parallel hybrid models requires that events are executed in the order of their dependencies. Event dependency is a partial oirder relation, which is typically determined by (logical) timestamp values associated with events. The use of an event-list maintains a total order of events, which guarantees that events are executed in the correct order. However, in order to satisfy some real-time constraints imposed on events, events from the event-list will be executed in some reverse order.
Consider a parallel hybrid model that consists of three concurrent components pp, , lpb, and lp, , where lpb and lp, are execut,ed on the same processor, as shown in Figure 4 . Two independent events, el and e 2 , are scheduled by pp,. Assume that el has a smaller timestamp than e 2 , while e2 has a tight deadline than e l . In order to satisfy the real-time constraints, e l and e2 are executed in reverse order. Ghosh, Fujimoto, and Schwan (1993) have studied the suitability of using Time Warp mechanism to perform simulation with real-time constrains. They showed that Time Warp using lazy cancellation can meet real-time deadlines, while scheduling guarantees cannot be made even in the absence of false event when aggressive cancellation is used. In contrast, we investigate existing real-time scheduling algorithms and use them to execute hybrid models with real-time constraints, whenever applicable. In this section, we state our assumptions about hybrid models and describe appropriate real-time scheduling algorithms.
HYBRID MODELS AND REAL-TIME CONSTRAINTS
In executing hybrid models with real-time constraints, execution of events in timestamp order, although guarantees event causality, may cause realtime deadlines to be missed. Therefore, the idea is to execute events according to their real-time deadlines without violating any causality constraint. This implies that events may be processed in non-timestamp order to meet real-time requirements while satisfying causality constraints.
In the paper, we assume that for a set of timeconstrained events, there is enough execution resource to process them so that events are executed to satisfy both real-time and causality constraints. The contrasting imprecise computation model (Liu et al. 1991) , for the case when hybrid models execute on slower processors and hence real-time constraints cannot be guaranteed, may change the semantics of the hybrid models and is under further investigation. We define the notion of feasible event set as follows.
Definition 1 An event set E is said to be feasible if there exists an execution such that all its deadlines are met without violating event causalities.
We now apply existing real-time scheduling algorithms to execute hybrid models with real-time constraints. In the current stage of research, the following two categories of events are considered.
1. Periodic Events. A set E of n independent periodic events scheduled by the rate-monotonic algorithm (Liu and Layland 1973) is feasible if the resource utilization of the tasks is less than n(2lIn -1). Given a set of independent periodic events, the rate-monotonic scheduling algorithm assigns a fixed priority to each event, where the shorter the period, the higher the priority.
2. Aperiodic Events. In the case that all events in an event set E are aperiodic and independent, the earliest deadline first and the least laxity first scheduling algorithms (Dertouzos and Mok 1989) guarantee a feasible schedule. Earliest deadline scheduling algorithm executes an event whose deadline is the closest, while least laxity scheduling algorithm executes an event which has the smallest laxity.
The scheduling algorithms used to execute hybrid models are preemptive and priority-driven. This means that whenever there is an event that has a higher priority than the one currently being p r e cessed, the executing event is immediately interrupted and the higher priority event is started being processed. Thus the specification of such an algorithm amounts to the specification of policy that assigns priorities to events. In the case of independent periodic events, the execution algorithm gives each event a fixed priority and assigns higher priority to events with shorter periods. For aperiodic events, higher priorities are given to events with earliest deadline or least laxity.
CONCLUSION
In the paper, we propose to use parallel hybrid models in system design. A parallel hybrid model is a partially implemented design, where some components exist as simulation models and others as operational subsystems, which executes on a parallel architecture. Hybrid models not only supports an evolutionary design approach for complex, time-critical systems, but also facilitate rapid system prototyping by hybrid simulation. We also identify several critical issues which arise when executing hybrid models on distributed architectures. Answers to these issues will shed light on system integration, hybrid, and realtime simulation.
We also discuss the execution of hybrid models with real-time constraints. In the paper, we a s u m e that a feasible schedule exists for an independent event set, and apply existing real-time scheduling algorithms to execute the events to meet real-time requirements. However, the causality constraints which determine the order of event execution in a hybrid model are in general complex and data dependent. Research is in progress to apply other real-time scheduling algorithms (Sha and Goodenough 1990) to execute hybrid models.
